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AGENDA ITEM 5.1.2:

In
nternation
nal Chamber of Shipping (ICS))

S
SUMMAR
RY
ment provid
des a brief report on Internation
nal Chambe
er of Shippiing (ICS) fe
eedback on
n
This docum
the Volunttary Observ
ving Ship (V
VOS) Schem
me and com
mments on the potenttial need for increased
d
coordinatio
on between
n internatio
onal organ
nizations co
ollecting meteorologiccal, hydrographic and
d
oceanogra
aphic data from
f
ships.
IONS/ACT
TIONS REQ
QUIRED:
A. DECISI
(a) Note
e the feedba
ack on the VOS Schem
me provided in paragrraph 4 and the opporttunity to
further improve the reliability
r
and efficienccy of observations in paragraph
p
5; and
e the discus
ssion on futture data co
ollection in paragraphs 6 and the
e need for
(b) Note
enhancem
ments in the
e coordination of mete
eorological, hydrographic and oce
eanographic data
collection schemes; and
a
the pro
oposal in pa
aragraph 7.
B. DISCUSSION:
Introducttion
1.
The Internation
nal Chambe
er of Shippi ng (ICS) is
s the princip
pal internattional trade
e
n for the sh
hipping indu
ustry, repre
esenting sh
hipowners and
a
operato
ors in all se
ectors and
association
trades. ICS
S members
ship comprises of nati onal shipow
wners’ asso
ociations in Asia, Euro
ope and the
e
Americas w
whose mem
mber shippiing compan
nies operate over 80%
% of the wo
orld's merch
hant
tonnage.
ed with all technical,
t
le
egal, emplo
oyment affa
airs and po
olicy issues that may
2.
ICS iis concerne
affect international shipping and
d representts shipowne
ers with the
e various in
ntergovernm
mental
y bodies tha
at impact on shipping,, including the Interna
ational Mariitime Organ
nization
regulatory
(IMO)
k on the Vo
oluntary Observing
O
Ship (VOS
S) Scheme
e
Feedback
3.
ICS s
supports an
nd encourages the VO
OS Scheme amongst itts Memberss through the ICS
Radio & Na
autical Sub
b-Committe
ee and man
ny shipping companies
s either req
quire or stro
ongly
recommen
nd that ship
ps actively participate in the VOS
S scheme. Ultimately
U
tthis reflects
s the
significanc
ce of weather in safe and
a
efficien
nt ship operrations. We
e do howeve
er recognis
se that
greater lev
vels of partticipation arre always d
desirable.
4.
The ffeedback frrom ICS Me
embers on the use of electronic logbooks
l
an
nd automated
weather sttations, where installe
ed, is positi ve. In this regard ICS
S has identiified no dec
cisions or
actions forr this sessio
on of the Ship Observ
vation Team
m.
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5.
However, ICS recognises that the provision of accurate and consistent observations is
essential for the generation of reliable forecasts. ICS considers that there are opportunities to
enhance the collection and reporting of observations, taking into account other aspects of ship
operations which require the attention of the crew. In this regard, ICS would support any
appropriate initiative to enhance the quality and efficiency of reporting by increasing use of
automatic weather stations (AWS). Such systems should, so far as is technically possible,
observe, collate and send data to the relevant shore-based authority, without the intervention
of the crew.
Future collection of observations from ships
6.
In the future, and particularly as international shipping becomes more connected to the
shore, the demand for data from ships is anticipated to increase. This includes but will not be
limited to observations collected under the VOS Scheme and initiatives such as the
International Hydrographic Office’s (IHO) crowd-sourcing of bathymetry data. Consequently,
ICS sees the potential need for international organizations requesting participation of ships in
meteorological, hydrographic and oceanographic data collection schemes to further coordinate
such efforts.
7.
In particular, whilst automated data collection systems are considered to bring significant
benefits for the VOS Scheme, consideration should be given to the use of a single ‘black box’
solution serving the data collection needs of all international organizations wishing to collect
meteorological, hydrographic and oceanographic data. Such a combined system would collect
data from all the relevant sensors on board and make this information available for
international organizations to download on demand. The data would be pulled from ships,
rather than pushed in a report by ships and could yield the opportunities for near-real time
observations.
8.
In order to support the proposal in paragraph 7 above, further engagement with the IMO
may be necessary, particularly were additional connectivity to type-approved ship sensors is
required. Similarly, managing the costs for States of on-demand availability of data in nearreal time may require engagement with the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).

